WHITE PAPER

DYNAMIC SOLUTION
STRUCTURING® (DSS®)
While overcoming organizational barriers is a complex process, it can be done using internal knowledge and
resources. The expertise and experiences of employees play a key part in the development of these sustainable
solutions. MANAC developed a unique methodology that guides and supports this internal process to controlled
and sustainable acceleration.

WHAT IS DSS®?

Management Accelerated successfully applies the DSS®

Dynamic Solution Structuring® (DSS®) is the quickest path to

method with challenges relating to:

develop sound solutions for your entrepreneurial challenges.

• Identification of organizational barriers and development

The method systematically guides the participants and
maximizes the use of your employed resources. The results
obtained are shared by all participants and level their

of relevant solutions
• Development of business mission and organizational
strategy

knowledge.

• Reflections on change management and organizational

HOW DOES DSS® WORK?

• Idea generation for effective innovation

DSS® uses the existing but dispersed knowledge of everyone

• Identification of opportunities for process improvement

culture

involved. Effective and viable solutions to strategic

and reengineering

and operational challenges are derived in record time.
This interactive group method allows for creativity and

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF DSS®?

innovation - which would be limited in smaller teams. Shared

This MANAC approach focuses on the generation of creative,

enthusiasm for the collective progress and incentive for the

practical ideas with a high degree of intrinsic motivation

upcoming implementation are additional benefits. It creates

and acceptance by the participants. The close collaboration

a common and broader view through different perspectives.

ensures a strong buy-in and shares knowledge and
experiences across the participants. The related satisfaction

WHAT CAN I USE DSS® FOR?

and enthusiasm for the results transfers into a drive for

DSS® can accommodate multiple topics simultaneously. The

successful implementation.

method is easily scalable – use a large group of up to 160
participants to work through various topics or have a small
core team working on one specific issue.

If you want to accelerate the work
of your team and are interested in
our MANAC DSS®, please contact us.
We look forward to working with you.

Management Accelerated GmbH
Bahnhofstrasse 6
CH-9100 Herisau
Phone: +41 (0)71 351 2444
E-Mail: info@manac.ch

